
A product you can trust

Creator understands the pain points for user experience

A partner you can trust

The Creator Difference: 

instagram.com/creatorbyzmags

facebook.com/creatorbyzmags

twitter.com/creatorbyzmags

linkedin.com/company/creatorbyzmags

Concerned about performance?

Our team can help. 

Schedule time with us today - click here

We provide our customers using a proprietary testing methodology and we’ve developed strategies e-commerce 
retailers can implement today. These strategies, in combination with the work we’ve put into the way we render content, 
can yield significant increases in PageSpeed Performance Scores (and, thus, your Core Web Vitals).






“

Over the last decade, Google has placed increased emphasis on web performance as a factor in search rankings. This 
started with the introduction of the Lighthouse testing tool, integrated in Chrome and hosted at PageSpeed Insights. 
Google then refined this with a related set of metrics called Core Web Vitals, which as of of 2021 is measured against 
real user sessions and factored  into search engine rankings. This is what brands are graded on and what 
eCommerce retailers are focused on, because it impacts SEO and reflects the overall user experience.

Core Web Vitals and the PageSpeed Performance score share two critical metrics of the visual impact of site 
performance as a page loads and differ in how they assess interactivity:

How Creator Can Improve 
User Experience Through 

Performance Optimization

First and Largest Contentful Paint: How long did it take for the page to begin rendering, and how long did it take for 
the most visually obvious portion of the page to render? The longer either takes, the worse the user experience.  


Cumulative Layout Shift: How much does the visible content jostle around during the initial page load. The less the 
page shifts, the better. 


In PageSpeed’s Performance Score, two metrics – Time to Interactive and Total Blocking Time – synthetically 
measure the total time necessary to process page content.  The lower these numbers, the lower the expected First 
Input Delay in Core Web Vitals. 

We prioritize loading of content within the visible window so the browser 
doesn’t waste time on anything the user can’t see. 

We serve images in the most modern format supported by the user’s device, 
reducing image size without reducing quality. 

We minimize the overall size of the JavaScript that renders Creator content. 

We reduce Cumulative Layout Shift by preventing the page from reflowing 
around our content as it loads. 

https://www.creatorbyzmags.com/demo

